
Caledonian ADI Masterclass: Topics and Goals              

 

The Topic of choice should come from the Reflection – you can supply a choice for your Client of A, B, or C: 

A – Repeat the lesson that we just did at exactly the same level of difficulty 

• This option is generally likely to be chosen by people whose confidence is low, or by perfectionists looking to master each subject completely 

before moving on 

 

B – Repeat the same topic, but gradually increase the level of difficulty by, for example, moving on to slightly busier roads. 

• The usual way of progressing with Clients. Be sure to agree specifically when the difficulty level will change and clarify roles and responsibilities 

again when it happens 

 

C – The Get Out Of Jail Card.   

• Something completely different. For those clients who do not want to cover the topic again for some reason.  

 

The Goal is how the Client wants to feel about the Topic, or it’s a specific part of the Topic. 

EG If the Topic is roundabouts, what is the goal? Here are some examples, in no particular order: 

• Full independence on the approach (MSPSGL) to roundabouts 

• Not to feel scared on the approach to roundabouts 

• To understand how roundabouts work 

• To practice going through a series of roundabouts with a full talk-through from the Coach 

• To practice right-hand turns at roundabouts with talk-through, then independently 

• To practice lane discipline on spiral roundabouts 

• To sit and talk about roundabouts, or watch a couple of videos 

• To watch the Coach demo drive a few roundabouts with commentary 

• To practice exiting safely into the left hand lane on a right-hand turn at a roundabout 

Note that by asking how the Client FEELS about some of these areas, you will be able to help them arrive at a Goal.  


